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Reduction target
to meet PM10 standard
NCAP target: 20-30% by 2024
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Source: CSE’s analysis of CPCB air quality data present on ENVIS centre
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Kolkata
Long-term trend in annual average PM10 concentration
Data available on the CPCB Envis centre (2007–17)

Source: Air quality data available on CPCB envis centre (2007–17)

Data from West Bengal State Pollution Control Board
(2013–17)

Source: Air quality data provided by WBPCB for two automatic stations—Rabindra Bharati
University and Victoria

• Kolkata requires to reduce its PM10 concentration by 46.7% to 49.6% from the current base level (2015-17)
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Kolkata
Long-term trend in annual average NO2 concentration
Data available on the CPCB Envis centre (2007–17)

Source: Air quality data available on CPCB envis centre (2007–17)

Data from West Bengal State Pollution Control Board (2013–17)

Source: Analysis of air quality data provided by WBPCB for two automatic stations—Rabindra Bharati
University and Victoria
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Kolkata

Categorization of PM10 concentration based on AQI categories—
January 2013 to September 2017

Source: Analysis of data provided by WBPCB for two automatic stations—Rabindra Bharati University and Victoria

• Share of combined number of days in poor, very poor and sever categories has been the highest in
2016—about 10%
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Kolkata
Location-wise three-year annual average of PM10 concentration

• PM10 levels exceeding annual average standards in all locations.
• Highest three year annual average of PM10 levels in Dunlop, Behala, Hyde Road
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and Moulali -- levels are 2.3 to 2.4 times the annual standards.

Howrah
Long-term trend in annual average PM10
concentration
Data available from CPCB Envis centre (2007-17)

Source: Analysis of air quality data available from CPCB Envis centre

Data from West Bengal State Pollution Control Board (20132017)

Source: Analysis of air quality data provided by WBPCB for one automatic station
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Howrah
Categorization of PM10 concentration based on AQI categories
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Howrah
Categorization of NO2 concentration based on AQI categories for a period of five years—January
2013–September 2017
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Kolkata
Daily levels of PM10 and NO2 during winter months of 2013–17

• There were days especially during winter months when NO2 levels were higher than PM10 levels.
• This requires effective implementation of short-term measures for combustion sources
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SO2 hotspots near Kolkata and Eastern India

Source: www.windy.com, as accessed on 20 February, 2019 at 9:00 am

Roadmap for air quality monitoring
Monitoring network design (By population distribution and land-use (industry, residential, traffic
intersections, sensitive areas etc).
Leapfrog to real-time monitoring.
• Criteria pollutants and meteorological factors
• Quality control and assurance for credible data
• Data reporting and pubic information system
• Pollution forecasting
• Realtime Continuous monitoring of stack emissions
•

Pollution source assessment strategy
• Emissions inventory and Source apportionment &Modeling tools

•

Exposure assessment

•

Potential of sensor based monitoring and real time source apportionment

•

Rural monitoring
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Health impacts ...............

Health Risk in West Bengal
• 2017: First ever state-level disease burden estimates (IHME, ICMR and PHFI): Air pollution
ranked third-highest risk factor responsible for premature deaths in West Bengal.

• 2018 Lancet report: Estimated that in 2017, the number of deaths attributed to air
pollution in West Bengal are 95,534
• If air pollution concentration could be lowered, the life expectancy in West Bengal
could increase by 1.7 years.

• The number of deaths due to household air pollution in West Bengal: 49,882; Ambient air
pollution: 38,846
• Disease profile of West Bengal: Ischemic heart diseases identified as one of the leading
causes of loss of productive life years; influenced by air pollution
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Be warned …. Most of the health effects occur at lower
annual average levels
Integrated Exposure-Response function for Ischemic Heart Disease

HEI Global Burden of disease, 2013

Ambient air quality vs Exposure
Chennai
PM2.5 emission apportionment

Union Ministry of Health and Family Welfare India
Report of Steering committee on air pollution and health
related Issues’,
More important to know how close we are to the pollution
source

Ambient concentrations to measure change over time, but
do not always well represent human exposures

PM2.5 exposure apportionment

Ambient concentration is not a good surrogate for total air
pollution risk, -- cannot indicate exposure and health
outcome
Need local area plan
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Source: S Guttikunda – SIM Air

Where is pollution coming from?

Need deep cuts in all sectors

Source: Urban Emissions, 2017, http://www.urbanemissions.info/wp-content/uploads/apna/frontpage/index.html
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PM2.5 apportionment based on PM2.5/PM10
ratio; Awaiting NEERI studies
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Integrate science with planning

• Sourcing of knowledge and use of scientific information on pollution
sources for air quality management need strengthening (Emissions
inventory; Source apportionment; Air quality modelling
• Create baseline and also assess the trends in relative contribution
from different pollution sources.

• Address politics of science – the “1% syndrome”
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First generation action in Kolkata
Vehicles
- Phase out of old vehicles - ongoing
- Introduced Bharat Stage-IV norms for vehicles with 50 ppm sulphur fuels
- Introduction of LPG-driven three wheelers.
- Two-stroke auto-rickshaws banned
- Steps to upgrade PUC emission testing centers.
- Bus sector reforms and Electric bus programme etc
Industry
- Shifted bigger industrial units
- Tighter emissions standards for industrial boilers
- Coal use restricted in industry - Discouraged coal fired equipment to promote oil or
gas based ones
- Early introduction of zigzag technology in brick kilns etc
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Second generation Challenge
Vehicles and Transport
- Explosive motorisation
- High level of dieselisation and lack of access to clean fuels
- Poor integration of public transport systems and need for qualitative improvement
- Infrastructure deficit for walking and non-motorised transport

Industry
Addressing small scale industrial units and use of dirty fuels
Area-wide sources
-- All households do not have access to clean energy – LPG or PNG
-- Open waste burning in and around the city
- Weak dust control measures in construction sites and lack of recycling of construction and
demolition waste
-- Open eateries using solid fuels
-- Landfill sites
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Desperate measures in Delhi during winter
October 12, 2018 to March 15, 2019 - Very Poor category action implemented

• Badarpur coal power plant closed (Now permanently)
• Diesel generator sets not allowed
• Industrial units on coal and biomass shut; Brick kilns shut
November 1-12, 2018
• Ban on construction activities, hot mix plants and stone crushers

November 4-12, 2018
• Industries using coal and biomass as fuel shut

November 8-12, 2018
• Truck entry ban

December 24-26: Emergency action
• Industries closed in hotspots
• Construction ban
• Enforcement on waste burning and construction (enforcement challenges)
January 4-5, 2019

• Truck entry ban

Lesser number of days in very poor and severe categories
Categorisation of AQI from October 1- January 31 and
comparison between 2017-18 and 2018-19

Source: CSE’s analysis based on Air Quality Index
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Night time peak pollution

•
•
•

Night of November 4-5:: Highest concentration of PM2.5 went up to 610 µg/m3
Night of November 8-9 (when trucks were banned): PM2.5 concentration was 336 µg/m3
37 stations

Source: CSE’s analysis based on CPCB air quality data available for 37 stations
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Round-the-year Action
Sectoral action: Link between
local and national action

Power Generation

• KMA has five thermal power plants. Four coal powered; Kasba gas powered.
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Power Plant Strategy
National
Implementation of new thermal power plant standards by an early date
• Supreme Court Order 2018 – Prioritise high density areas - 400 persons per
sq km –
• 57 central government units to meet SOx and PM standards by December
2021
• NOx standards by December 2022
• Need roadmap of state and private power plants;
• Ministry of Power to assess use of Merit Order Dispatch to accelerate the
process
• Need phase out plan for very old plants
• Need plant-wise roadmap for phase in, and Incentivize them through Merit dispatch
order
• Potential of gas based power plants

Industry

• 2016 report by Toxic Links Report: identified following industrial hotspots:
Pyarabagan, Maniktala, Topsia, Picnic Garden, Tangra-TiljalaTopsia, Rajabazaar, Mullickbazar, Taratola Industrial Estate, Chowbaga,
and Mollar Bheri
• State of Environment Report: Helped over 250 rubber, plywood, dyeing, bleaching,
and ceramics industries to change the boiler fuel from coal to oil or gas.
• Particulate emission reduced by 95–98 per cent. CO2 emissions reduced by
about 32,000 tonnes per annum.
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Industry

(Left)
Sample of
Fuel/
Furnace Oil

(Bottom)
Sample of
Petroleum
Coke

i.
Clean energy pathways
Restrict pet-coke and furnace oil (Extremely high sulphur levels -- more than 20,000
ppm to 74,000 ppm in contrast to 10 ppm in BSVI fuels)
SC order -October 24, 2017: Ban on pet coke and furnace oil as fuels in Delhi, UP,
Haryana, Rajasthan – Exemption to cement, calcium Carbide, Lime kilns, Graphite
Electrode
SC order November 17, 2017: Requests all States of India to take measures to ban
Furnace Oil and Petroleum Coke usage.
DGFT Notification 24.8.2018 – Ban import of petcoke; Also MOEFCC to restrain its
domestic use to be WTO compliant
SC order - December 31, 2017: SOx and NOx standards for 34 groups of industry
Approved Fuels: Delhi Government - Notification of Approved fuels list inDelhi: Coal,
biomass and high sulphur fuels banned (selective use of charcoal); SC order to all states
in NCR to prepare approved fuel list
ii. SOx and NOx standards for 34 groups of industry
iii. CEMS monitoring – guidelines and protocol
iv. Informal and small sale industrial units remain a challenge; loophole of biomass
based industry

Brick Kilns
• Kolkata Metropolitan Area: Four major brick clusters -- South 24 Parganas, North 24 Parganas,
Howrah and Hooghly.
• Clusters consist of approx 1700 units --- per unit brick production capacity ranges from 15–25 lakh
bricks per season.
• CPCB order of 2017 -- Section 18 (1) (b) of the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981
for prevention and control of air pollution, for different types of brick kilns.

•
•
•
•
•
•

(i) Must provide consent, failing which brick kilns to be shut;
Must meet the prescribed norm and siting guideline with immediate effect,
(ii) Provide status on conversion of natural draft to induced draft brick kilns,
(iii) Strictly enforce siting guidelines,
(iv) Ensure the area around brick kilns is paved,
(v) Ensure fine dust does not accumulate around brick kilns.

• Needs stringent implementation
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Vehicles: Leapfrog and compliance

Growth of registered vehicles in Kolkata

• Between 2007 and 2013, two-wheelers have increased by 28 per cent and cars by 25 per cent. In 2012–13,
two-wheelers increased by 168 per cent and cars by 120 per cent. This growth rate is higher than several
other cities
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New vehicles
BSIV and BSVI transition – Local and national connect
• Eliminating time gap between registration of new and old models on
BSIV (Supreme Court direction of March 29, 2017 and (SC order
October 24 2018)
• BS VI fuel introduced on April 2018. NCR - April 2019.
• Real world emissions monitoring on board(ensured that RDE is
adopted as actual on road test not as a lab test)

• Action on big diesel cars – Environment Pollution Charge on diesel
cars and SUVs
• Electric vehicle policy – FAME and city level action

PUC programme: Implementation challenges
• Lack of qualified and skilled PUC operators
• Lack of knowledge of proper testing procedures

• Improper testing and manual data reporting
• Non-functioning equipment
• Updated calibration certificates not available
• Very few inspectors for strong oversight of centres

• Numerous PUC centres

Observed malpractices
UP-NCR

Narendra Prayavaran Sewa Samiti, Bulandshahr,
Centre code- 687

A fake PUC certificate was issued for the
decoy diesel vehicle by the PUC centre which
did not have any test equipment.

Chaman Prayavaran Sewa Samiti, Anoopshahr, Bulandshahr,
Centre code- 908

There was no testing equipment in this centre at
the time of inspection. It only had a computer
and printer to issue PUC certificate.

In-use emissions management







Link PUC certificates with annual vehicle insurance
Auditing of Pollution under Control (PUC) certification centres
Upgradation of in-use emissions testing for diesel vehicles
Enforcement of law against visibly polluting vehicles
Implement an on-board diagnostic system for vehicle
inspection (MORTH Notification). Check MIL light and if OBD is
working
 Centralised testing centres for emissions and fitness tests
 Sticker system: MORTH has notified Motor Vehicles (High Security
Registration Plates) Order, 2018.
 Trucks: Pollution charge, bypass, ban 10-year old
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Remote sensing emissions monitoring of on-road vehicles

ICAT study pilot study; MORTH to frame policy; Kolkata takes the lead
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Phase out and scrappage
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What is falling through the crack?

Public transport and mobility
strategies
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Motorization in Cities
Trend in total registered vehicles and average annual growth rate in the 14 cities
(2006–16)

• Mega cities have very high vehicle stock; Delhi highest
• Metropolitan cities with smaller base have recorded very high growth rate
Source: MoRTH statistics
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Mega Cities Ranking for emissions from urban
commuting
Based on overall emissions and energy consumption

Based on per travel trip emissions and energy consumption
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Share of private and public transport in
motorized trips
• Only mega cities have higher
share of public transport
ridership. Mumbai and Kolkata
have highest share

• Other Metropolitan cities: Very
high share of personal vehicle
trips

Source: Base figures from multiple transport studies; projections using factors given in “Review of Urban Transport” prepared
by CSTEP and IUT
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Build on Kolkata’ advantages
-- Lowest average trip length: Even though third highest volume of trips due to large
population, lowest average trip length for all different modes
-- Lowest average distance travelled by different modes among all mega cities.
-- Lowest vehicle stock
-- Second highest share of public transport. Public transport culture

-- Compact city design, high street density: This enables short travel distances,
restricted availability of land for roads and parking
-- Most diverse public transport systems buses, metro, trams, suburban rail, paratransit and waterways. -- Public transport and IPT trips 88%
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Buses: Spine of Kolkata’s public transport system
• City bus system - the spine of Kolkata’s public transport. Almost 55 lakh passengers per
day.
• Merging of bus corporations CSTC and CTC into West Bengal transport corporation
(WBTC): This can be step towards integarted coordination of different systems -- buses,
trams and ferry, WBTC is like TFL (Transport for London)
• Integration of technology to track buses, provide real time information to passengers
and introduce ETVMs has already started; Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) in operation
of CSTC buses
• Smart card for fare payments
• Launch of Pathadisha app for commuters to find information on upcoming buses
• Metro Rail expansion
• Need fare policy for distributed service, and not concentrated services on profitable routes
• Passenger preference for WBTC buses over private buses. Need to build on this
advantage. Expand and modernize services.
• Use of technology and adopting modern operating and maintenance practices for
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better yield and utilisation of assets

Electric bus programme
Electric mobility can be a game changer in Kolkata
• Deployment strategy
• Plan bus route clusters for electrification
• Charging infrastructure in depots and opportunity charging as needed
• Battery management system
• Systems for monitoring of performance of the buses for feedback for further
improvement
• Integrate buses and electric feeders with other public transport systems
• Skilling and technical capacity building for operating electric bus fleet
• Implement a larger plan for charging infrastructure, and fiscal incentives to target
other vehicle segments as well.
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Kolkata: Integrated modes: Make it happen

Most diverse public transit modes

Kolkata has natural pedestrian precincts. Build pedestrian zones connected by
feeders.

Understand the problem

Modernise this paradigm
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Kolkata sprawling …..

Urban Sprawl (sq. km.) in the last 100 years

Car centric design

Poor walking access

Source: CSE

Footpaths for beautification

No mid block crossings for pedestrians – Advantage to vehicles

Where do you feel more safe to walk?
Why building setbacks and boundary walls?

Source: CSE

Good practice in Kolkata: Mixed use development; Link it
with public transport spine
The TOD Building
typology - in Kolkata:

-- Roof of retail used as
public space for residents.
-- Zero Setbacks.
-- Mixed Use (Commercial/
Civic/ Residential within
same block)
-- Privacy of residents
ensured.

-- Retail facing the street
with homes overlooking,
keeps pedestrians
(women) safe
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Good practice in Kolkata: Mixed use
development
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The challenge of implementing design rich
solutions

Complete street
design and
management for all
road users is not
scalable yet

Co-benefits of policies compromised
Footpath and public bike sharing programmes will not work without parking policy
Example from Bhubaneswar
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New Bus stops in Bhubaneswar: Passenger
information enabled
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But street management missing
Parked cars on cycle lane
NMT policy also requires Parking Policy

Bhubaneswar
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Address parking for clean air
Parking crisis
• 100% designated parking areas for Kolkata municipal
area are on street. Average maximum traffic speed less
than 15kmph
• Street parking has reduced footpath space by as much
as 50-70% (CMP, 2009)
• Traffic police: Parking violations account for 70% of total
traffic violations
• Excess parking blocks fire tenders and emergency
services in the city
• Globally, parking strategy has been adopted to
reduce vehicle miles travelled and emissions
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Parking policy for demand management

Need Parking Area Management Plan
-- It is an area level plan to be prepared by urban local body
-- Demarcate all types of legal parking spaces for all modes
in a given area
-- Penalise illegal parking;
-- Introduce variable parking pricing

-- Promote shared, priced and public parking
-- Parking revenue for local area development
-- IT based parking area management and reform of
contractual agreement
-- No parking in green areas, near intersection, near bus
stands etc
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Illegality and invisibility

Unliveable peripheries

Gated development
Informal settlements

For the 12 largest Indian cities, satellite
imagery shows that, the proportion of
built-up area outside a city’s official
boundaries exceeds that within its
boundaries --- also exceeds the
proportion of population, -- low density
sprawl.(World Bank 2015)

Municipal services and pollution control
do not work here

Waste generation in the city
• Kolkata Municipal Corporation’s official website reports that approximately 4000
MT of garbage is generated with KMC daily.

• Close to 4500 MT of garbage gets dumped at the Dhapa Landfill every day
• 12.18 hectare landfill continually burning for the past five years at various
locations.
• Dhapa landfill is an open landfill -- it is not equipped with network of pipes that
could drain out the methane being generated at the waste dumping site
• Need zero landfill policy – decentralised waste management practices
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Waste Burning
• Implement Solid Waste Management Rules and
Regulations
• Eg. Delhi’s bye laws changed -- Household level
segregation, decentralised recycling and reuse
• Penalty for non-segregation
• Accountability of waste generator
• Accountability of municipality
• Minimise disposal at landfill sites
• Waste processing centres at the collection points
But a non-starter
-- 80% waste collection for waste to energy plants that are
poorly managed
-- Indequate composting facilities
-- Penalty on waste burning is not a deterrent

Construction and demolition waste
-- Guidelines on environmental management of construction and demolition (C&D) wastes 2017
CPCB, in their 2017 Guidelines on Environmental Management of Construction & Demolition (C&D)
Wastes, report: Kolkata generates 1,600 tonnes of C&D waste annually. KMC estimate: 40–45 tonnes
daily.
Newtown and Kolkata: Paid services for disposal of C&D Waste at Rs 2,000 per metric tonne rate.
Construction dust
• Ensure dust pollution from construction. Check list for inspection of construction sites prepared
under directions of NGT and EPCA.
• Undertake control measures for fugitive emissions from material handling, conveying and
screening operations. Needs enforcement.

Construction and Demolition Waste:
• Provide a network of decentralized C&D waste segregation and collection sites across the city.
• For material handling, construction and demolition, it should be obligatory on part of the
developers to provide evidence of debris on-site recycling and/or disposal at designated sit
• Promote recycling of construction and demolition waste; change schedule of rates
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Hotspot action to reduce local exposure
Experience from Delhi
• Hotspot monitoring and identification of local issues: Anand Vihar, Delhi Technical
University in Delhi and Ghaziabad, Bhiwadi
• DPCC preparing local area action plan for key monitoring stations
• 2018 micro level action planning and action –
• Bawana and Narela: vacant plots full of industrial waste, plastic, rubber etc
• Industrial waste problem detected in Mundka, Dwarka, Nangloi, Tikri etc
• More than 12,125 tonnes of plastic waste cleared from these areas
• Two private players responsible for clearing industrial waste penalised Rs 10 lakh each.
DSIIDC was fined Rs 50,000 each for lack of accountability
• Fines on 44 industries, two DDA construction sites for dust management
Mapping of local pollution sources and local area plans needed in all cities

Clean energy access: Solid Fuels
•

A targeted programme to be implemented for 100 per cent
coverage of households by distribution of LPG/PNG in all non
compliant cities.

• Access to LPG and electricity in low-income neighbourhoods, as well
as roadside eateries/dhabas/ restaurants etc.
• Restrict use of solid fuels/coal in hotels and restaurants, link this
with licensing policy
• Incentivize move to LPG also check feasibility of natural gas pipeline
for residential and commercial us
• Draft source apportionment study carried out by the National
Environmental Engineering Research Institute (NEERI)estimate
contribution of open eateries and vehicles in Kolkata to particulate
pollution is among the highest and nearly equal
Challenge of scale
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Open fires and Crop Fires
Cumulative Fires mapped: 1 March–31 March 2018

Cumulative Fires mapped: 1 December - 31 December 2018
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Source: Fire Information for Resource Management System, NASA. As accessed on 22 January 2018

Satellite Image: 14 March 2018

Satellite Image: 28 December 2018
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Source: NASA MODIS & VIIRS data, as accessed on 22 January 2018

Crop burning: Tough challenge
In field solution
Mulch and mix with soil; Can reduce fertiliser cost for
farmers
Ex-situ solution
Promote biomass-based power plants

Production of biofuels and fertilizers
Biomass pellets and other uses

R&D and crop diversification
Uniform decentralized mechanism for the collection,
storage and commercial sale of crop residue

Satellite Image of India on April 11, 2017, where each red dot
indicates a biomass based fire. Source: NASA MODIS data

Set up institutional process for clean air action
Legal framework for implementation and compliance
Knowledge support – source assessment; health impact assessment, cost benefit
analysis etc
Institutional coordination between departments for cross-sector action – vehicles
and transport; industry and power plants; waste management; construction; domestic
sources etc
Harmonise action across departments
Reporting and monitoring
Capacity audit and improvement of implementing agencies
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Fiscal strategies

Align Clean Air Action Plan principles and guidelines with the budget of all line
departments – leverage existing line of funding
Mobilise resources based on polluter pay principles to create dedicated funds –
Eg from Delhi – Environment Compensation Charge on trucks and big diesel cars
and SUVs; Air Ambience cess on each litre of diesel etc. Sector specific funds
Bilateral and multilateral funding
Reform based funding
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Action to meet pollution reduction targets
Reduce emissions from vehicles
- Need stringent surveillance to reduce real world emissions from on-road vehicles
- Integrate and modernise public transport, upscale walking and non-motorised transport; leverage urban
planning and design to reduce distances
Reduce emissions from power plants
- Implement new power plant standards in all plants in the larger region
- Ensure 100% utilisation of flyash
- Shift to natural gas for power
Reduce emissions from air polluting industry
- Discourage dirty industrial fuels like petcoke and furnace oil
- Enforce new Nox and Sox standards
- Use CEMS monitoring for surveillance of industrial emissions
- Need special measure for small scale units; need equitous pro-poor measures while reducing pollution
Action on open burning
- Adopt strong waste management practices.
Provide clean fuel for household cooking and open eateries
Set up system for recycling of construction waste
Scale up action across the region
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Need massive transition

Transition to clean fuels and technology
Massive mobility transition
Paradigm shift in waste management
Need scale and effectiveness
Need legal reforms and accountability
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Thank You
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